Learning Mathematics & Science through critical thinking + concept building + problem solving

EDUCATION is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think.
With the aim to provide dedicated quality educational services in this era of commercialized education, "Nivedita Classes" has been founded. From day one, the Nivedita Classes has been at the cutting edge of real learning. It has evolved into a unique fraternity of educators and students striving together, in pursuit of a single goal. Today it is a class apart institution to achieve excellence in most arduous examinations of the country.

We aspire to make our students excel in terms of thought, ideology, and performance. To achieve this, I and my team work with commitment and dedication. With such an endeavor, we are sure of achieving the pinnacle of success.

Here at Nivedita, we truly understand that the final outcome is always in the hands of the student; but, we also believe that it is the teacher who can truly direct the student to achieve the desired goal. I take a personal interest in what's going on in my classes, to confirm that we as an organization achieve the desired outcome.

Hailing from IITs and other reputed universities, our faculty understands what it takes to crack these tough cookies. In our view, preparation for examination is based on three pillars - Concept Clarity, Contextual familiarity, and Application Expertise. Our innovative and dedicated teaching ensures that every student gets a firm grip on each of these pillars so very essential for these preparations.

I, on behalf of entire Nivedita team, welcome you to join us and feel the blend of quality & Innovation that can change you to be the world-class professional.

Best Wishes,
Sharad Kedia (M.Tech, IIT Kharagpur)
Managing Director, Nivedita Classes
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Permanent, full-time, highly qualified and dedicated faculty
Complete academic year planning at start of session
Thorough discussion on each test in successive lecture
Individual doubt clearance and counselling sessions
COURSES AT NIVEDITA

**Excellence Series**
CBSE Class XI/XII
(Added with IIT-JEE/NEET)

**Calibre Series**
Specific IIT-JEE/NEET Preparation
(Either of the two)

**Elevation Series**
CBSE Class IX/ X

---

**Nivedita Classes Success Pyramid**

**Crystal Clear Concepts**

**Contextual Familiarity**

**Application Expertise**

**Success**

- DPPs, Assignments & Mock Tests
- Elaborative & Interactive Lectures
- Discussions, doubt remedial classes & Examples

---

**Nivedita Classes**
JEE | Medical | Foundation | Board

**Head Office & Kalkaji Centre**: N-16, LGF, Kalkaji, New Delhi-110019 ☎ 9953635005

**Dwarka Centre**: 343, Vardhman Jaypee Plaza, Main Market, Sector 4, Dwarka, (Above Raj Book Agency), New Delhi-110078 ☎ 9953855005

**E-mail**: info@NiveditaClasses.com | **Web**: www.NiveditaClasses.com

www.facebook.com/NiveditaClasses  twitter.com/NiveditaClasses

www.youtube.com/NiveditaClasses